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The official history says that from the late 19th century to the First World War, Jews in
western Russian cities were targeted by the “Black Hundreds” and the government in “pogroms.”
This is a buzzword designed to make attacking Jews different than attacking everyone else.
These riots, the academic will piously tell us, “killed millions and millions.”
These Jews were targeted for “no reason” and the violence was instigated by “the tsar”
due to “blind hate.” While this is a common historical claim whenever Jews are concerned, as
always, none of this is true. Western Russian violence at this time had several qualities in
common: few Jews were killed; Jews were almost always the aggressors; and Jews were far
better armed than the local police in cities such as Vilna, Starodub, Odessa and Kiev.
One of the more important reasons for the creation of this myth is to cover over the
crimes of liberal and leftist movements in Russia. Between 1905 and 1906, the Socialist
Revolutionaries murdered 15 governors and mayors, 267 security officials and 12 bishops. That's
only a single leftist party in one year. All told, those killed and injured by leftist terror between
1905 and 1907 is more than 20,000. The majority of the terrorists were Jews. The pogroms were
a cover story for this violence.
The Origins of the Myth
Solzhenitsyn writes in his famed Two Hundred Years Together that the “pogroms” began
after the murder of Alexander II by Jewish revolutionaries. He makes it clear that the initial
Odessa pogrom one Jew was killed. Troops were sent into this immensely important economic
region to stop all violence. Property was destroyed by the spontaneous rage of local Russians,
but no fatalities were reported immediately after the Tsar's murder. In some cases, Greek
merchants, the Jewish competition, were involved. Count N.P. Ignatiev, the Interior Minister, is
said to have “ordered” these pogroms, but instead he crushed them. About 2000 were arrested in
Kiev alone when the anti-liberal (and hence, anti-Jewish uprisings began). Alexander III thought
the treatment of peasant rioters was too lenient. Violence in these westernized, wealthy regions
was certainly not in the Tsar's interest.
Other than Solzhenitsyn and Oleg Platonov, both John Klier and Andrew Joyce have
popped the mythical bubble of the pogroms that have become the most critical and important
aspect of Russian Jewish mythology. Royce is important because he spends so much time laying
out the motivation of the myth. Royce writes in 2012:
In the pages of [The British Daily Telegraph], it was stated that “these Russian
atrocities are only the beginning. The Russian officials themselves countenance
these barbarities.” Around this time in Continental Europe, Prussian Rabbi Yizhak
Rülf established himself as an “intermediary” between Eastern Jewry and the
West, and, according to Klier, one of his specialties was the spreading of
“sensationalized accounts of mass rape.” Other major sources of pogrom atrocity

stories were the New York Times, the London Times, and the Jewish World. It
would be the Jewish World which furnished the majority of these tales, having
sent a reporter “to visit areas that had suffered pogroms.” Most of the other papers
simply reprinted what the Jewish World reporter sent them. The atrocity stories
carried by these newspapers provoked global outrage. There were large-scale
public protests against Russia in Paris, Brussels, London, Vienna, and even in
Melbourne, Australia. However, “it was in the United States that public
indignation reached its height.” Historian Edward Judge states that the American
public was spurred on by reports of “brutal beatings, multiple rapes
dismemberment of corpses, senseless slaughter, painful suffering and unbearable
grief” (Royce, 2012).
The Russian popular press from 1905 to the War is a frightening and disturbing spectacle.
Granted immense power and totally free from state control, journalists invented the wildest
satires they could for quick sales. Another myth easily disproved is that there was any media
censorship over the press. Strangely, corporate money censuring articles is seen as legitimate.
There was no systematic censorship over the press during the reign of Nicholas II, though there
should have been.
Overwhelmingly Jewish and liberal, the Russian press did little more than concoct stories
about the “corrupt, Prussian Tsar” and the “immanent collapse” of Russia. So much of the
nonsense from the Russian press – then as now – was immediately taken as true by the western
media. Unfortunately, the western world knew almost completely nothing about Russia at the
time. Hence, they would believe anything. Noting has changed. On this topic, Solzhenitsyn
writes concerning press coverage of the pogroms:
In St. Petersburg became frantic newspaper articles were read about the murders
of women and infants and on numerous occasions, the rape of underage girls;
wives raped in the presence of their husbands or parents. "One Jew had his belly
ripped open and the insides came out. . . A Jewish woman had nails driven into
her head through her nostrils.” Within the same week the western papers reprinted
these. They unconditionally believed the Russian press. Britain's leading Jews
completely relied on these terrible articles and incorporated them into their protest
slogans.1
The Jewish mainstream papers were the dominant ones. The crown had yet to grasp the
importance of propaganda as journalism was seen as a vulgar form of muckraking. It had no real
propaganda of its own, a problem perpetuated by the White armies shortly thereafter. The British
had a geostrateic reason to discredit the Russian government, and the broad ignorance of the
western world meant that anything would be believed if only a authoritative source stated it.
Even the liberal and philosemitic Witte stated that the St. Petersburg Press was Jewish. DI
Pikhno, the editor of the Kievan Daily, said that “Russian society understood that in such
moments the power of the press was immense, and it was in the hands of his opponents [that is,
Tsar Nicholas] who spoke on behalf of Russia. . . Society was lost in a mass of lies they could
barely understand.”2
1 Solzhenitsyn cites The St. Petersburg Gazette of 1903 as his source.
2 He cited this same paper November 17 1905

Interestingly, certain factions of the far left believed Jewish dominance in finance meant
that they were really part of the ruling class. Marxism and Bolshevism was dedicated to
smashing that idea, since Jews were revolutionary by nature. Solzhenitsyn points out that some
on the left interpreted the protection of Jews in the region the same as the protection of
capitalists, they wrote:
Not only all the governors, but all other officials, police, troops, priests, zemstvo
and journalists – stood up for the kulak-Jews…The government protects the
person and property of the Jews. Threats are announced by the governors that the
perpetrators of the riots will be dealt with according to the full extent of the law.
The police looked for people who were in the crowd, arrested them, dragged them
to the police station. Soldiers and Cossacks used the rifle butt and the whip…they
beat the people with rifles and whips…some were prosecuted and locked up in jail
or sent to do hard labor, and others were thrashed with birches on the spot by the
police (Black Reparation Workers leaflet, June 1881).
This means that some leftists were claiming the state was protective of the Jews to an
unhealthy level. The more naive left saw this as protecting the bourgeoisie rather than a pogrom.
It was the army being used in the Jews' favor against the peasants. While this was not common,
there were some on the left who actually believed that the struggle was for the purposes of
establishing equality among people. There is a surprising amount of anti-Jewish talk among the
far left communists of the era. However, the Red movement was an ethnic one, not an
ideological one. Equality was not remotely their concern.
In this environment, rumors spread rapidly. Since the press had no standards, it was
difficult to confirm information. In some cases, in the later 1880s, peasants rose up believing
rumors that the tsar had ordered action against the Jews. This deliberately fostered confusion was
a tactic of the left and the media in general.
Jewish Violence as “Pogrom”
None of this is to say that there was no violence against Jews. In modern America,
violence against Jews is far worse than violence against others. This is to say, however, that
Jewish behavior was usually obnoxious and, if anything, the restraint of the Russian people was
heroic. Jews earned the almost universal contempt heaped upon their arrogance. Again, Interior
Minister Ignatiev writes:
Recognizing the harm to the Christian population from the Jewish economic
activity, their tribal exclusivity and religious fanaticism, in the last 20 years the
government has tried to blend the Jews with the rest of the population using a
whole row of initiatives, and has almost made the Jews equal in rights with the
native inhabitants. However, the present anti-Jewish movement incontrovertibly
proves, that despite all the efforts of the government, the relations between the
Jews and the native population of these regions remain abnormal as in the past,
because of the economic issues: after the easing of civil restrictions, the Jews
have not only seized commerce and trade, but they have acquired significant
landed property. Moreover, because of their cohesion and solidarity, they have,
with few exceptions, directed all their efforts not toward the increase of the

productive strength of the state, but primarily toward the exploitation of the
poorest classes of the surrounding population (Quoted from Solzhenitsyn, 2002).
The massive number of myths concerning Russia and the Jews also include the notion
that they could not own land or could not engage in certain occupations. To the contrary, the state
offered affirmative action programs to encourage it. Since all ground other than Israel was
unclean, it was rare to find Jews tilling the land.
Jewish behavior in Russia, as elsewhere, was abominable. However, the Russian state
could ill afford its most strategic cities to go up in flames. The cities of Kishinev, Gomel,
Starodub and the rest were strategic economic hubs – the government had absolutely no reason
to start trouble there. In the 1897 census, Jews were 4% of the population of the Empire. The
merchant class numbered 618,926 total, of which 450,427 were Jews. They created a cartel that
then plugged into an international network. They could not charge interest against each other, but
would charge it only to gentiles.
Jews in major western cities were well organized, rich and well armed. They were a
privileged caste far better off than the actual Russians in the area. In 1905, the Kiev “pogrom”
saw a death toll of a few hundred, of which 12% were Jews. Most “pogroms” were started by
well armed Jewish revolutionaries making war on Russian nationalist groups in the area. In
Odessa, a Black Hundred march was interrupted by a bomb thrown by Jacob Brietman. In 1906
Chernigov, incitement leaflets were traced to Israel Tamgolsky, Yankel Bruk and Pinkus
Krugersky. They called for a killing of all royalists, death to the tsar and shutting down of all
royalist papers .The Duma followed suit on February of 1917, where it called for the death of all
royalists (from Platonov, 2005).
In Starodub, a column of heavily armed Jews sought to evict the Orthodox population.
More than once, Jews sought to cleanse their regions of the unclean gentiles. This was called a
“pogrom” only when the unclean fought back. June 1 1906, the Jewish Bund, armed with heavy
weapons, attacked a nationalist procession, killing 25. This was standard procedure and is well
known to any serious scholar of the era. In the US, well paid court historians simply ignore it.
The Vilna Gazette3 writes:
In Chisinau, the September 1903 riots saw the Jewish provocateurs and their well
armed “self-defense units” showing no care about the safety of ordinary Jews,
organized to attack Russians and cause disorders. One thug, Pinkhus Dashevskii,
tried to shoot the Russian writer P. Krushevan with a revolver. Fortunately, the
wound was not serious, and the perpetrator was arrested by the Russian people
and punished by the court (From Platonov, 2005).
There is a sense that the purpose of the disorder was for the creation of chaos. There, the
population would become more sensitive to manipulation. Chaos would remove any faith in the
state and suggest that the society was “falling apart.” However, the Russian press and, thus, the
western press stated that Chisinau was a massacre. William Randolph Hearst wrote:
We accuse the Russian government of bearing the responsibility for the Chisinau
slaughter. We declare that this holocaust is steeped in blood. It is on [Nicholas']
door that lie these killings and violence. May the God of Justice come into this
3 These citations are taken from Platonov

world and finish Russia as he finished with Sodom and Gomorrah. . . .sweeping
this hotbed of hate from the earth as a plague.4
The outrage here is that, at the time, the knowledge of Russia by Americans was zero.
Only Harvard offered Russian language studies. Historians barely knew the basics. It was a black
hole in the western mind. Only the emigre movement, insular and ineffective, offered any
alternative. Hence, the elite are calling for the destruction of Russia based on absurd press
reports that could never be verified. Could there be another agenda?
Apparently, however, the local press in Chisinau did not give any cause for alarm. From
the Bessarabian press:
The last three years the Jewish agitators of Bessarabia, particularly in Chisinau,
and its underground movement strenuously preparing for a war, riot and murder.
The Jewish leaders hoped that Easter was to begin the violence. . . On the second
day of Easter in the early morning, all Jews poured into the streets and squares of
the city armed with revolvers, clubs, crowbars, knives and sulfuric acid and began
to attack in small groups the Christians on their way to Matins (Bessarabian
Province News, September 1903).
Thus, the absurdly dramatic call for genocide from Hearst is a tad overdrawn. There was
no slaughter and no “plague” that needed to be eradicated. However, this is the power of the
press that had no ethics. The Press invented numbers without cause. Some said 5000 were killed,
others 60,000. It did not matter. The truth was suppressed by the press and the monarchy did not
see it as important to let the world know the truth. The crown's failure was its inability to grasp
the power of propaganda.
Here is another example concerning a Jewish attack on Moscow:
In the night of December 9, 1905 in Moscow in the garden “Aquarium” there was
a huge rally attended by more than 10 thousand people and dozens of
revolutionary militants, Jewish “combat squads” Its leaders have called for the
arrest of the governor-general and to seize power. The operational actions of the
authorities with the help of the Cossacks, Dragoons, Infantry soon isolated the
rebels. . . Although most of the militants managed to escape, the troops were able
to disarm a considerable number of bandits. In the morning in the garden there
was found a few hundred revolvers, daggers and knives which were abandoned
by militants (State Archive, f. 826 g. 47. n. 127).
There can be no denying that Jews were not unarmed victims. They were not victims at
all. There were no “gun laws” in the Russian Empire at the time. Enforcement from the federal
level was extremely difficult given the sheer size of the country and the distance of Petrograd
from the provinces. Jewish areas were long preparing for violence. All was local. Jews not only
were well armed, but also possessed heavy weapons in Odessa.
Jewish hatred of Russia was made all the worse due to the murder of Alexander II and
later, the alleged “defeat” of Russia against Japan. Wherever they saw a chink in the armor, they
attempted to overthrow the government. Even today, every report of Russian economic
4 From the Baltimore Sun, 1903

sluggishness is met with predictions of “imminent collapse.” The press of the time, both Jewish
and gentile, assisted them in their efforts. More on Chisinau,
From the judicial investigation of the riots in Chisinau in 1903, the riots were
proceeded by Jewish fanatics mocking the customs of Palm Sunday, throwing
stones smashing icons. These actions were intended to undermine the respect for
the sanctity of faith and to weaken religious feeling. Jews systematically at every
opportunity tried to shake the authority of the clergy, carefully watching the lives
of priests, spreading slander just to humiliate them in the eyes of the people. A
striking example of this is represented by a smear campaign against the Jews
against St. John of Kronstadt (From Platonov, 2005, citing Selyaninov).
The campaign against the church was a purely Jewish phenomenon. Attacks on the
church from Jewish terrorists were reported in the English press as “pogroms” against helpless
Jews. The British newspapers refused to report on atrocities against the Orthodox church
throughout the reign of the USSR. The resurrection of Russian piety from its 18th century decline
under Peter I and his successors was seen by the shetl as a threat. This meant that well armed,
elite and wealthy Jews and their servitors staged violent protests against any Orthodox presence
in cities with large Jewish populations. The Jewish elite were gambling that the significance of
these regions and the sharp eye of the western powers would make retaliation very difficult.
From the State Archives, we read these reports about the “pogroms” in different parts of
Russia:
In Moscow, especially rioters acted arrogantly. The so-called Executive
Committee of Workers' Deputies, which consisted mainly of Jewish revolutionary
terrorists and agitators, declared an armed uprising at 6 pm on December 10, even
instructing cabbies to finish their work at this time. The city was plunged into
darkness: the lights are not lit, the streets were illuminated by searchlights. Jewish
thugs, armed with numerous weapons, walked the streets, killing policemen and
officers, as well as all any dissidents who refused to remain silent at the sight of
these crimes (State Archive, f. 826, d. 47, n. 145)
In Kazan after the Manifesto [of 1906] the leftist, Jewish parties formed squads of
thugs that completely controlled the city. The governor had become a plaything in
the hands of these miscreants. They were not tolerated. On October 21 at the main
square there were spontaneous gatherings of Russians with national flags and
portraits of the King and icons that marched on the streets of Kazan. Meanwhile,
in the City Council the Jewish thugs were issued weapons (ibid).
In Starodub and Chernigov province Jews organized armed groups to engage in a
pogrom against Russian residents. Jews staged a demonstration which called for
the overthrow of the Tsar and trampled a portrait of him. Outraged citizens tried to
stop them but the mob started shooting and unarmed people scrambled to flee the
city. Jewish detachments pursued them up to the city limits. . . . The peasants,
leaving their horses in the pasture, came to the city armed with clubs, axes,
crowbars and iron rods. They forced Jews to flee the city (ibid).

In Rostov-on-Don immediately after the announcement of the Manifesto of the
extremists, mostly Jews, created a gang armed with rifles and revolvers, 30 of
them were on horseback. These thugs attempted to seize power in the city.
Patriotic demonstrations developed to protest against the excesses of the rioters,
were attacked, forcing the rioters to flee the city. Many Jewish shops were
destroyed and Jews beaten by the demonstrators while the local intelligentsia
supported the Zionists. Against Jews armed with rifles and pistols the Russian
people used crowbars, axes, sticks and metal rods. They left no survivors (ibid).
In Simferopol, about 300 thugs armed with guns ambushed a patriotic
demonstration carrying royal portraits. When the column reached them, these
terrorists, hiding behind trees, cried out: “Down with the Monarchy!” and began
to shoot at the unarmed crowd. The first salvo wounded seven people and killed
two, clearly aimed at those who carried the king's portrait. But unarmed patriots
were not afraid. They broke fences, took stones from the ground and rushed the
thugs. In a few hours 47 Jews were killed (State Archive, f. 1467, d. 851, l. 28).
These have all gone down in history as “pogroms against unarmed and innocent Jews.”
They led to continual calls for genocide against Russians and continue to color the pseudointellectual view of the world. Trusting blindly in the Russian press, swaggering, ignorant and
arrogant Americans were calling for the deaths of millions of Russians. They stood silent when
Lenin and Trotsky actually carried out this threat.
Jewish Ethnic Socialism
The “socialist” movement was idealistic and often Christian for centuries. Only, in the
words of Bakunin, when the Jews and the Rothschild family began financing Marx did suddenly,
socialism become statist and materialist. In Russia, Jewish leftists were both ethnic nationalist
and Marxist. None of these movements were about social egalitarianism, though some used the
rhetoric. This was never the purpose, though a few naive souls believed it to be so. Western
historians are yet again failing at their occupation when they take campaign literature as the
deepest thoughts of the movement.
As socialism was in Russia a Jewish ethnic movement, the press gradually began to
vaguely define these Jews as “socialist” or “anarchist” movements. Universally, Bolshevism was
seen as Jewish and ethnic. More generic labels came to substitute for the Jewish ethnic label that
served to discredit them. These were nationalist, not proletarian, ideas. The press soon began to
drop these labels altogether and referred to them as “liberators” or “heroes.” Since there was no
one who could refute their lies, reporters in the elite press could say what they wished.
The press reports of the time, taken as a whole, show the population remaining very proroyal and firmly patriotic. Much of the violence depicted above refer to Jewish assaults on the
Russian population. As always, the church was a particularly potent cause of Jewish anger. There
was never any good reason for socialism to become materialist or to hate the church. The
Russian church was engaging in numerous social reform movements, such as the large the
prosperous Labor Brotherhood of the Holy Cross, that were firmly socialist and egalitarian. They
were smashed the moment the Soviets came to power. The church was attacked because
Bolshevism was Jewish.

Virtually all cases of popular protest against the anti-Russian terrorist and Jewish parties
are interpreted by the left-liberal writers as “pogroms.” It is a professional shame that today, over
100 years later, western historians continue to take the propaganda of the Russian muckrakers as
historically accurate. The American historical establishment is horrifically corrupt. They refused
to condemn Lenin and Trotsky, and sought to condemn Stalin only because he was a
“nationalist” and “antisemitic.”
The Russian intelligentsia was silent when Russian revolutionaries killed thousands but
soon screamed hysterically when the Russian people found their own way to deal with Jewish
gangs when they encroached on their shrines. Never were they attacked as Jews, but as the
instigators and participants of the anti-Russian movement, which was mostly Jewish (at least in
the cities).
The Six Million Myth
The propaganda against Tsarist Russia reached its fever pitch at the turn of the 20th
century. As always, the press did as it pleased and was repeated faithfully in English. Curiously,
it was based around a recurring claim that “six million” Jews either had been killed or were
about to be killed in Ukraine and other parts of western Russia. For the first time, the famed “six
million” figure shows up in western history in reference to the pogroms.
The Russian Jewish Yearbook 1911says, “Russia has since 1890 adopted a deliberate plan
to expel or exterminate six million of its people.” The 10th edition of the Encyclopedia
Britannica (1902), we read on page 482: “While there are in Russia and Romania six millions of
Jews who are being systematically degraded. . .” Over and again the “6 million” figure is
repeated.
The New York Times wrote on January 29th, 1905 that “He declared that a free and a
happy Russia, with its 6,000,000 Jews, would possibly mean the end of Zionism, since the
abolition of the autocracy would practically eliminate the causes that brought Zionism into
existence.” this chilling statement suggests that Jewish agitation must be crated or invented, if
the causes for it are not in existence.
Later, in November, the Times said, “From 1800 to 1902 he caused 6,000,000 Jewish
families to be expelled from Russia.” A few years later, The New York Times again, on October
31st, 1911, stated that “The 6,000,000 Jews of Russia are singled out for systematic oppression
and for persecution due to process of law.” Further, The American-Jewish Yearbook reads:
“Russia has since 1890 adopted a deliberate plan to expel or exterminate six millions of its
people for no other reason than that they refuse to become members of the Greek Church, but
prefer to remain Jews” (AJY, 5672, 308, covering the period from September 23 2011 to
September 11 1912, pg. 308). This claim was entirely invented.
The Pittsburgh-based New Jewish Criterion wrote: “The annihilation of the six million
Jews now congregated in the Russian domains goes on in a well defined and systematic manner”
(June 25, 1915). The New York Tribune wrote: “What the Turks are doing to Armenians is child's
play compared to what Russia is doing to six million Jews, her own subjects” (October 14 1915).
Further, we read “[In Russia] where six million human beings guilty only of adherence to
the Jewish faith are compelled to live out their lives in squalor and misery, in constant terror of
massacre. . . [Russia is]a kind of prison with six million inmates.” (American Jewish Committee,
1916, “Jews in the Eastern War Zone”).
In 1918, the Jewish Criterion wrote: “Russia, where the bulk of the Jewish people to the
number of well over six million still dwell, is a land of blood and midnight darkness” (Volume

50, 2 September 5 1918). All the talking points of the left, whether in the east or the left, could be
found here. Not only was socialism in this respect a Jewish ethnic movement, but the antiRussian tenor of western politics was as well.
What is this obsession with the number six and “six million?” The letter “vav” is the
equivalent of six, the hook or the nail. The Chabad movement sees six as the ultimately Jewish
number since it signifies all truth in all dimensions. There are six points in the “star of David.”
The basic theology is that “six million” Jews must be sacrificed so that the messiah can be
induced to come. These do not refer to literal deaths, but it is the “purification” ritual so that
Jews will come to recognize their mission in the world and, in fact, become their own Messiah.
Claims of mass extermination are a critical part of Judaism. Long separated from the
prophets (loathed in the Talmud), the rabbis under the magical and alchemical thinking of
Babylon, speaks of “four billion Jews” billed by the Romans at Bethar (Talmud, Gittin, 57b) and
that “16 million Jewish children” were burned alive by Roman soldiers (ibid, 58a). The
purification of Adolf Hitler eliminated the assimilationist Jews in favor of the Talmudic remnant
that, now purified, will dominate the world and become its own messiah. The number six is that
demonic power that links the remnant Jews together through the Talmud.
Odessa as the Jewish Capital of Russia
Domination, not egalitarianism, was the agenda then and now. These Jews had no interest
in egalitarianism. While gentile socialists might have given it lip service, the Jewish parts were
far wealthier and far more significant. There, inequality was to be defended so long as the wealth
was Jewish. Solzhenitsyn writes in volume II of his Two Hundred Years Together:
It is interesting to note that almost none of the Jewish revolutionaries in these
decades went into revolutionary politics to fight misery and poverty; the majority
of them are from wealthy families. . . . From wealthy merchant families came
Nathanson, Lev Deich, Joseph Aptekman (Talmudic lawers); A. Khotyn,
Gurevich, Simon Lurie . . . the first Italian Marxist Anna Rosenstein (childhood
surrounded by governesses, foreign languages), the tragic Moses Rabinovich
Kamensky and Betty, Felicia Sheftel, J. Getsov, and many others. Even Christina
(Khasya) Greenberg, “from an orthodox merchant family of great wealth” in 1880
joined the “People's Will” . . . She ran the safe house. . . . Alexander Bibergal.
Vladimir Bogoras, Solomon Aronson, Lazarus Goldenberg, Rabinovich, A.
Khotyn, Solomon Chudnovsky, the Leventhal brothers all came from wealth.
In Odessa, Jewish parties formed a “provisional government” as the old urban system
merely went over to armed Jewish thugs. The creation of the USSR was nothing other than the
repetition of these local experiments. Jews almost always instigated the violence and were
always better armed than their opponents. On the street there were armed Jewish militants and on
the outskirts of the city Jewish guards ensuring no one passed without a search. They killed
policemen standing at their posts. They killed, “usually at night, sneaking up in the dark and
hitting the back of any innocent victims.”
Then unarmed people with portraits of the Emperor, icons and national flags held a
service and went around the city past Jewish outposts, including armed Jewish “police.” Mobs
have decided that these “insurgents and rebels under the national flag and emblem of royal

power” needed to be destroyed. The Jewish “police” began shooting and one threw a bomb.5
After this, a mass Russian revolt occurred. This rise of Russians and Ukrainians in the
city, forcing the gangsters to flee. Most of the rebels were unarmed or armed with primitive
weapons. That evening of November 14 1905, the main Odessa hospital received Two Hundred
wounded Russians and 70 wounded Jews.
VV Rozanov, who spent a summer in Bessarabia during these times, outlined a way of
understanding how Jews went about provoking all around them. This was published in the New
Time and reprinted in Literary Studies and edited by VG Sukach. He writes:
The economic power of the Jews is always greater than the force of the
surrounding population. Even when a handful of Jews, five or six families, have
money through Berdichev and Warsaw, and Hungary and Austria. In essence “the
whole Jewish world” supports each settler. . . . They immediately call on relatives
to help him. . . .They instantly formed syndicates and never allowed any stranger
access to their world. . . In this way they have infinite credit for their enterprises
(Kovinov, 1998)
V. Levitsky reports in the pages of Russian Banner – the royalist paper – that the Black
Hundreds and labor organized defense brigades against the Jews. Attacks on Red organizations
were attacks on Jews, since they were identical. The Jews press in Petrograd responded with the
“pogrom” legend. On November 10 Levitsky condemned the notion of “pogroms” in general,
ordering that all peaceful Jews be left alone. DI Dubrovin said the same at the General Council
of the Union of the Russian People stated that restraining Russians given the economic crimes of
the Jews was a difficult task.
Writers such as DS Pasmanik gathered information on 660 riots in the area. Most of these
were begun by well armed units of the “Jewish Self Defense Force.” Most people at the time,
even from abroad, saw the Red forces as a Jewish ethnic movement. The average “pogrom” saw
about 25% of the killed and injured Jews. The same statistics come from SM Dubnovy and GY
Krasnya-Admony. In October 1905, Jewish Reds Israel Yankel and Pinkus Tarnopolsky called
on “Israel” to destroy “Amalek.”6
Solzhenitsyn writes on the Jewish control over Odessa:
The main occupation of Odessa’s Jews in this period was the grain trade. Many
Jews were small traders and middlemen (mainly between the landowners and the
exporters), as well as agents of prominent foreign and local (mainly Greek)
wheat trading companies. At the grain exchange, Jews worked as stockbrokers,
appraisers, cashiers, scalers, and loaders; the Jews were in a dominant position in
grain commerce: by 1870 most of grain export was in their hands. In 1910
89.2% of grain exports was under their control. (Chapter VIII).
Thus, there was no “oppression” of Jews at all. The 19th century saw the explosive growth
of Jewish students in all Russian universities. From ancient Rome to today, the complaints
against the Jews have been identical: dominance in finance, corruption of the law and
prostitution. It cannot be a coincidence that each and every era and locality had the same set of
5 Solzhenitsyn is the source for these facts.
6 These are found both in Platonov as well as Solzhenitsyn.

accusations each time the Jews were expelled.
The “pale” restriction was a myth of absurd proportions. There was also no concern with
equality or any of the traditional socialist or even liberal talking points. With this, both capitalist
and socialist inequality has a Jewish root. Once the Tsar was overthrown, we read:
The events (of the March 1917 Revolution) coincided with the Jewish Passover. It
looked like this was a second escape from Egypt. Such a long, long path of
suffering and struggle has passed, and how quickly everything had happened. A
large Jewish meeting was called at which Milyukov spoke: At last, a shameful
spot has been washed away from Russia, which can now bravely step into the
ranks of civilized nations. (Rosa Georgievna, from Solzhenitsyn, XIII)
Once the Provisional state was overthrown in turn, mass hunts for “anti-Semites”
occurred. There were planted deliberate rumors of “pogroms” in the making so as to excuse
further hunts for counter-revolutionaries, who, at the time, were considered identical to “antiSemites.” As if mocking the socialist idea, billionaire Jews were called “proletarians” while poor
village clergy were called “bourgeois masters.” This continued under Trotsky as well. Since there
was no Jewish proletariat to speak of in Russia, the entire ethnic aspect of socialism was a
mockery itself.
Conclusions:
As always, what the western man thinks is real is nothing but the delusions of those
seeking or justifying power. Almost nothing taught in the lecture halls of America's universities
on these subjects is true. The problem is that those expert in this field know that it is not.
Solzhenitsyn writes:
Immediately after the February Revolution, the Emergency Investigation
Commission of The Provisional Government, and later the even more sympathetic
Special Commission to Study the History of the Pogroms” along with the
participation of reputable researchers, such as S. Dubnov and G Krasny-Admony,
not only did not find any violence in Petersburg, nor in Chisinau, but no
documents at all. A circular from the Interior Ministry suggested firing for any
government worker committing violent action against Jews was found.
The notion of a “news media” was born in the liberal west and became the field of utter
Jewish dominance. It was ignorant, controlling, muckraking and unethical. Its concern was to
promote the destruction of Christian monarchies and replace them with republics dominated by
money. The power of the Jewish elite is still seen today. It is bad enough that this garbage
flooded the western press without criticism, but 100 years later it remains misunderstood, and
deliberately so.
From Platonov, we read:
In Tomsk, October 21 1905 saw a peaceful demonstration under the patriotic
national flag and portraits of the King. The demonstrators stopped next to the
residence of the bishop asking him to serve in the cathedral a prayer for the health
of the Emperor. The procession went to the Cathedral Square, but there it was

confronted by a group of Jews armed with rifles. The crowd was outraged and
forced them to be barricaded in a theater and nearby houses. From the windows
the rioters shot at the marchers. Then the raging mob set fire to the building under
the cries of “Destroy the Revolutionaries!” Together with criminals they killed a
lot of random people.
It is striking that such a small minority would have the arrogance to provoke their much
more numerous neighbors to war. They were quite aware of the Cossack vengeance on the
arrogance of their fathers in Poland several centuries before. Their arrogance seems irrational
unless they were aware that powerful forces abroad were behind them. As the revolution and
civil war were to show, this is precisely the case.
The pogroms were a crude set of stories invented for several reasons. First, they covered
over for Jewish violence at the time as well as during the Soviet era. Second, it permitted Britain
an excuse to demonize their main global rival. Third, it depicts the Tsar as a Jewish stereotype: a
bloodthirsty, ignorant, hypocritical tyrant. Finally and most importantly, they cover over later
violence in the Jewish USSR. The “pogroms” as depicted in the history texts never took place.
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